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Try 23 years and still counting as we head towards the end of with no final, clearly defined policy in sight.
This is extremely kind and generous of him seeing we all pay his wages and perks, those of his staff , those of
shire and city councillors and all local government employees. In many cases they are certainly not paid
peanuts but there can be a distribution to monkeys. And, on a per capita basis, Western Australia has far more
local governments than any other state. As a politician he uses the term controversial rather than irresponsible,
ridiculous or even vapid and vacuous. These formidable faux pas are often exacerbated by the distinct lack of
knowledge of legal and equitable understandings of the laws and statutes governing a particular industry
which has a local government officer overseeing, possibly even interfering with its creation, development
structure and performance in a Local Government Area. As an example, for those who are Local Government
Planning Officers -you cannot undertake Land Use Planning restrictions using the Environmental Protection
Act to prevent such things as perceived detrimental noise from aircraft. It would be extremely helpful that all
persons employed as Local Government Planning Officers and their direct superiors, including Chief
Executive Officers, were aware of these edicts- so a probably disgruntled State Administrative Tribunal SAT
does not have to waste its time, its energy and our money in suggesting to a shire council that it reconsiders
making demands that it cannot enforce. The word Reconsideration in these type of cases may well mean get it
right next time. And, obviously, those who make such perceived errors of judgement, based on presumed lack
of knowledge, are now on SAT and public records. The vast, continuously expanding chasm between
politicians, government departments and reality is exemplified by recent statements made by Mr. Templeman
regarding financial accountability, particularly relating to rural and remote shire councils. He is toying with an
idea to allow councils to become commercial trading corporations, arguably giving them the right to develop
businesses in direct competition with their ratepayers, trading in anything from apples to fly zippers or owning
and running unprofitable taverns and convention centres. This low risk assessment of local government
councils and officers ability to dabble with your money in the stock market, trade as a commercial corporation
and possibly financially assist a relative, friend and business partner through a financial guarantee is tempered
by the fact that there may be much harsher penalties for a malfeasance which appears to happen regularly- the
Breaching of Tendering Rules. There is also a large body of disgruntled ratepayers throughout the state who
believe their councils cannot even perform adequately in some of the basic functions and requirements- such
as local road maintenance, let alone become a viable, profit making business and investor. Others subscribe to
the view that the relaxation of investment regulations is in the hope that councils make enough money in
financial share and business trading that the Commonwealth and the State can reduce the amount of their
commitment for the provision of loans and grant funding? For years arguments have been raised regarding the
fact that Local Government Elections are not held under a universal franchise, being restricted to ratepayers
only. Proposed changes would mean that a compulsory voting system for everyone on the electoral role would
be introduced as well as the possibility of online voting. Campaign donations from property developers, the
tobacco industry and liquor and gaming entities will be banned- political party funding of a council candidate
is not. So where does all this affect the Shire of York both directly and indirectly. Certainly there may be an
objection by a number of ratepayers to their money being invested by the current local government officers
with the Shire. To put everything into perspective, since when half the current councillors were elected, as
well as the current Shire President, the average price of a domestic property in York has fallen by 26 per cent,
there are 2 to 3 times the number of dwellings for sale, in York, compared to similar sized shires and they take
approximately one-and-a-half years to sell. This socio-economic malaise does not seem to have been halted by
the employment of a new Chief-Executive-Officer in mid In the median house price fell by 3. When there is a
substantial economic downturn at the state and federal level, the Commonwealth and State Governments are
directly blamed for the crisis in confidence.
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When evaluating individual systemic complications between normal weight and morbidly obese patients, the presence of
morbid obesity resulted in an increased risk of ARDS (OR 5. 8, P = ) and sepsis (OR , P = ).
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The increasing number of hip fractures in the elderly constitutes a health care burden. The subset of unstable
intertrochanteric hip fractures is important because the treatment of these fractures continues to be hampered by a
moderate complication rate.
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Objective: This study reports the complications and functional outcomes in patients treated acutely with combined open
reduction internal fixation (ORIF) and immediate total hip arthroplasty (THA) for displaced comminuted acetabular
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